Corrotech’s Pulse Fired High Velocity Furnace is designed to Give You an Edge

Ahmedabad, Nov 17, 2019 (Issuewire.com) - Arvind Corrotech, an industry-leading supplier of hot-dip galvanizing plant supplier, fabricates premium galvanizing furnace to lend you optimum galvanizing performance. The team said that they have designed their furnace considering the industry challenges to give you the performance edge.

“As a leading galvanizing furnace manufacturer, we design galvanizing furnaces that are reliable, robust, and fuel-efficient. Harnessing pulse firing technology, we make it possible to operate the furnace at a rate very close to the most efficient firing setting which creates an ideal operating condition providing minimum fuel input and a maximum heat transfer”, explained the technical team at Arvind Corrotech.

Design and Benefits of Galvanizing Furnace

The pulse fired galvanizing furnace assembled by the experienced team at Arvind Corrotech is equipped with the best-in-class design features and offers myriad benefits when harnessed in your galvanizing plant environment.

Their team states the design features offered by their premium pulse firing galvanizing furnace which has been installed and employed at many leading galvanizing plants in India.

“As a leading galvanizing furnace manufacturer, our uniquely fabricated pulse firing furnace has these outstanding design features that is will give you a sure-shot performance edge –

- A fully automatic galvanizing furnace equipped with auto ignition and flame monitoring system.
- PLC-based burner management system which is supported by HMI and SCADA systems.
- Furnace casing lined with ceramic fiber modules and blankets for Efficient insulation
- Suited for various fuel types such as diesel, gas, dual fuel, or electrically operated
- Precise control of the combustion air.
- Retractable high Nickel/Chromium tubes for the kettle support. Premium kettle installed with dross protection and heat shield”, team Corrotech added explaining the equipment design.

“The benefits of Corrotech’s pulse fired furnace includes low fuel consumption, higher productivity, improved temperature uniformity, improved turndown, low NOx emission, low ash, and dross formation, and ease of maintenance”, further added the team explaining the benefits.

About Arvind Corrotech:

Arvind Corrotech is an industry-leading manufacturer and supplier of hot-dip galvanizing plants. They provide first-grade turnkey solutions as well as individual equipment and consulting for your hot-dip galvanizing plant environment.
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